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QUESTION: 21
What best describes the cumulative business value of the IBM PureApplication™
System?
A. Resource utilization rates that consistently run in high double digits
B. Significant improvement to an organization’s business agility
C. Ability to meet all service level agreements
D. Significant reduction in unplanned outages
Answer: B
QUESTION: 22
All of the following are business challenges that can be addressed by the IBM
PureApplication™ System EXCEPT which option?
A. Developing more resource-intensive business capabilities
B. Reducing the complexity of IT and its associated costs
C. Simplifying the processes implemented to handle IT complexity
D. Reducing the time to value of bringing new business capabilities on line
Answer: A
QUESTION: 23
Which of the following is NOT a capability of the IBM PureApplication™ System?
A. Includes all the infrastructure and middleware application services needed for web
applications
B. Enables dynamic customization for seamless growth
C. Has built-in workload elasticity to handle changes in demand
D. Runs transactional databases in native mode
Answer: D
QUESTION: 24
The IBM PureApplication™ System is offered in
different system needs of our customers.

different configurations to meet the

A. Two
B. Four
C. Six
D. Eight
Answer: B
Reference:
http://expertintegratedsystemsblog.com/index.php/2012/07/consolidate-andoptimizediverse- workloads-using-ibm-pureapplication-system-2/(see Hardware, first
paragraph)
QUESTION: 25
Which patterns are packaged for virtual environments, includes automated deployment
of middleware topologies, and offers the traditional administration and management
model?
A. OS Images for Existing Software Patterns
B. Virtual Application Patterns
C. Virtual System Patterns
D. Hybrid Patterns
Answer: C
Reference:
http://www.websphereusergroup.org.uk/wug/files/presentations/33/New_models_of_W
AS_deployment_with_IBM_Workload_Deployer.pdf(slide 9, virtual system patterns)
QUESTION: 26
Which one of the following can be created in the IBM PureApplication™ System,
exported and imported for sharing across systems, and is available in two types - virtual
applications and virtual systems?
A. Virtualized infrastructure services
B. Customized scripts
C. Software application patterns
D. Scaling policies

Answer: C
QUESTION: 27
When discussing Expert Integrated Systems with clients, which of the following best
characterizes the current environment the systems are designed to help?
A. An environment of accelerating change, increasing business risk, and IT complexity
B. An environment of constant change, simplification, and reduced business risk
C. An environment of managed change, frequent communication issues, and IT
complexity
D. An environment of managed change, IT complexity, and constant upgrade demands
Answer: A
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